Government agencies are accountable for properly handling sensitive data. Civil servants operate in an environment based on close oversight, prescriptive procedures and rules. As the trusted custodians of that data, they need to take careful — and necessary — precautions to protect it, which can slow mission progress.

However, many government agencies continue to rely on inadequate backup products and solutions that result in unacceptable recovery times, which severely impact mission priorities, operating costs and sustainability. With over 16% of backups failing to recover successfully without corrupted data, this can mean the difference between mission success or failure.

Veeam recognizes the challenges the U.S. Government agencies face in supporting their missions and is focused on protecting and keeping available the sensitive data that all agencies use. Any downtime due to lost or missing data can mean a loss in confidence from constituents and affect further missions across other agencies. U.S. Government agencies need a partner they can trust to ensure business continuity and protection of sensitive data.

Why partner with Veeam

Veeam, the leader in backup and recovery, uniquely ensures and provides the confidence that all data can be adequately backed up and recovered. With a 100% verified recovery guarantee, the Veeam system routinely tests the success of backup recovery to give peace of mind. This results in data integrity, assurance and visibility of issues before it results in operational impacts.

All agencies adhere to strict governance and compliance guidelines, and backup and recovery are not exempt from that. Veeam enables agencies to meet the requirement for backup verification and replication verification between disaster recovery sites. By pioneering a new benchmark of availability, Veeam can provide recovery time and point objectives of less than 15 minutes for all applications and data. Ensuring the mission continues without interruption.

Veeam Availability Suite™ (VAS), which includes Veeam Backup & Replication™, leverages virtualization, storage, and cloud technologies that enable the modern data center to help agencies save time. VAS helps agencies mitigate risks and dramatically reduce operational downtime and costs, while always supporting the current and future mission goals.

Veeam keeps it simple with a license structure that aligns with your changing data center. Veeam Universal License (VUL) is a flexible and portable solution for licensing multiple Veeam products and workloads. VUL enables agencies to protect almost any type of workload with ease: cloud, virtual and physical, on-premises and across public clouds. Select the workload you want to protect, change at will and quickly realize data protection across any environment with ease.

Real results

Veeam has a long partnership across Federal, DoD and other U.S. Government agencies. See some real results where Veeam products have made a significant impact from agencies across the U.S. Government.

• Multi-VM Instant Recovery — Multiple VMs failed due to unreliable power in a critical operational environment. Veeam was able to get failed VMs responding to user requests with an average of two minutes downtime.

• SureBackup — After a Malware attack that was embedded within the environment, resulting in many systems being affected, Veeam assisted in the rapid recovery and full forensics tracking with minimal impact on operations.
• Backup and replication — When an internal rogue worker erased over two thousand VM's — Veeam backup restored them all quickly, resulting in no loss of data and minimal downtime — reducing cost impact and possible mission downtime by weeks.

• Application item-level restore — When an audit required the restoration of over 10,000 deleted emails, Veeam Exchange Explorer easily recovered all data with zero impact to the infrastructure or users while the data was retrieved.

• File Level Recovery — When a SharePoint administrator in advertently deleted sub-pages containing sensitive data critical to the agency’s mission, Veeam was able to recover the entire set in less than 5 minutes.

Certification of contracts

• FIPS 104-2 http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/140-1/140val-all.htm#2872
• TAA compliant
• APL SOCOM
• Section 508 https://www.veeam.com/veeam_vpat_ds.pdf
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